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Dreani

is and Visions

What t is
impossil

to be the future of science? Extrapolation of history is
ble, perhaps in principle, certainly in practice. The equations

of the ]present allow three possible types of solution for the future.
and catastrophe have been predicted on one ground or
another, in spite of science, by overpopulation and starvation, or,
through ithe agency of science, by wholesale destruction in nuclear
warfare . Continued and accelerated progress have been confidently
foretoldI, the curve sweeping upward faster and faster as each advance
in knovvledge multiplies the possibilities of further discovery, and as
man mcore consciously assumes control of his own further evolution.
Betweenn lies the third and less spectacular solution, that the curve will
level ouit or gently undulate. But the equations are insoluble, at least
by any means we know. The uncertainty afflicts and inhibits some
people, Ibut their timidity is hardly justified or useful. There has seldom
if ever in the world's
history been a time when existence was not in
S
dlegree precarious, yet the right response to danger lies in
ome
action. IFaith in the future has indeed a very great survival value. The
better e-quipped are certainly more likely to survive than the worse
equippeld, and not only to save themselves but to save others.
The 1task of the men of science is therefore clear. It is to go ahead
undeteri red by any of the uncertainties. Faith in science is not incompatible with or exclusive of any other kind of faith. Indeed there
would s(,eem to be no inconsistency in believing that scientific knowledge
is itself one of the great instruments of higher ends. However that may
be, dut,ty, expediency, and the zest of living unite their voices in
calling for unremitting effort, not in the certainty but in the hope
and failith that knowledge may advance, mastery over environment
increase drudgery be abolished, sickness healed, the people fed and
life ma(de happier. If social and moral problems are raised they are
not esse,ntially new but part of an age-old drama, and should neither
be aloy
ll ved to cause despondency nor to justify obstruction or abstention. TIhe ancient choice between good and evil is in principle unchangedI by the scale or fulness of existence. Men have always had to
struggle with their environment, with one another and with themselves INot exemption from danger, hostility or temptation but the
power t ;o sustain their impact has made men what they are. The great
weapon,
P is have been the things of the mind, and among the greatest of
these is knowledge. While the old men dream dreams and the young
men see visions we should go forward undeterred, that the dreams may
become reality and the visions be fulfilled.-CYRIL HINSHELWOOD
Decline

[Excetrpt from the tercentenary address presented at the formal opening
of the tercentenary celebrations of the Royal Society, London, 19 July, by Sir Cyril Hinshelwood, president of the sociely.]
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